Supplier Privacy Notice
This privacy notice applies to new suppliers of TE Connectivity Corporation in the U.S. or one of its global affiliates (“TE”, “we” or “us”) who register on TE’s Supplier Portal which is TE’s gateway for providing information and additional services to TE suppliers on various aspects of the supplier relationship. You can read more about TE’s general data collection practices in our website privacy policy.

1. Data collection – access and use
When you register as a new supplier on TE’s Supplier Portal, we will ask you to submit contact details such as name, (email) address and phone number and other information to us that is required to enable TE to identify and contact you, to complete the onboarding process for new suppliers including due diligence investigation and enable you to use specific TE services or to access specific information that is only relevant to certain of TE’s suppliers.

Your personal information will be processed through electronic systems operated by TE for which we use global IT service providers. TE and our service providers will provide an appropriate level of protection of your personal information. The information will only be accessible by TE employees or contractors working for TE’s Global Procurement organization to manage all aspects of TE’s suppliers’ relationship or by other TE employees who have a valid business reason. All users are obliged to keep your information confidential, not to share this with third parties and only use this for managing the supplier relationship.

We may have to provide your personal information to public authorities, when we receive a duly authorized request for this, or when such information sharing with public authorities or professional service providers is required for compliance, (internal) investigations, or legal reasons. Sharing of your information may also take place when TE sells the complete or only a part of its business, as far as required in connection with such sale.

2. Data storage and transfer
Your information will be stored in IT systems primarily located in the USA. As TE operates globally, your personal and company information may be accessed by TE employees and contractors in all countries where TE does business. We will store your personal information during our business relationship and any longer as may be required by applicable law.

When processing personal information TE complies with applicable data protection laws. As far as required by these laws, such as the EU General Data Protection Regulation, TE has entered into data transfer agreements both within the TE group of companies as well as with service providers who process your personal information. These agreements require them to keep your personal information confidential and secure.

3. Contacting TE to invoke your privacy rights
TE Connectivity Corporation is the data controller of the personal information collected via TE’s Supplier Portal. You can contact TE for any question relating to this Supplier Privacy Notice such as to invoke your right to access, correct, update or delete your personal information.

Please send questions and comments relating to the Privacy Policy via email to: privacyoffice@te.com or by post to:

TE Connectivity Corporation
Attn. TE Data Protection Officer
1050 Westlakes Drive
Berwyn, Pennsylvania, 19312
United States of America

Our data protection representative for the European Economic Area is:

TE Connectivity Germany GmbH
Attn. TE Data Protection Officer
Pfodorstrasse 1
Darmstadt 64293
Germany

For Switzerland this is:

TE Connectivity Solutions GmbH
Attn. TE Data Protection Officer
Amperesbrasse 3
9323 Steinach
Switzerland

For the United Kingdom this is:

Tyco Electronics UK Limited
Attn. TE Data Protection Officer
Faraday Road, Dorcan, Swindon
SN3 5HH United Kingdom

TE’s Data Protection Officer can be contacted by post using one of these addresses or by e-mail via privacyoffice@te.com.

Privacy consent
By completing the registration form in TE’s Supplier Portal, you provide your explicit consent with the collection, processing and transfer of your personal information as described above. You can withdraw your consent at any time by contacting TE’s Data Protection Officer as detailed above.
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